LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. Distinguish two types of forgiveness
2. Describe how Justice and Forgiveness (and unforgiveness) are related through the Injustice Gap.
3. Describe the Emotional Replacement Hypothesis, which gives the mechanism for emotional forgiveness
4. Understand a Stress-and-Coping theory of forgiveness
5. Identify five (5) steps to help clients REACH forgiveness clinically
6. Summarize research support for the REACH model.

Colloquium on Mental Health and Religion is an annual continuing education event of the Center for Counseling at Asbury College. The mission is to bring our state and region of the country innovative Christian thinkers who are advancing the integration of orthodox Christian theology and sound psychology research, theory and practice. The purpose is to provide an opportunity for mental health professionals to advance their clinical training and skills in a setting that intentionally values the whole person—behavioral, cognitive, affective and spiritual.
his program is co-sponsored by The Center for Counseling, Asbury College and the Kentucky Psychological Association. The Kentucky Psychological Association is approved by the American Psychological Association and The Kentucky Board of Examiners of Psychology to continuing education for psychologists. KPA is approved as a CE provider by the Ohio Psychological Association Office of Mandatory Continuing Education (OPA-MCE). KPA is also approved to provide continuing education by the Kentucky Board of Social Work, The Kentucky Board of Professional Art Therapists and The Kentucky Board of Professional Counselors. The Kentucky Psychological Association maintains responsibility for the program. This program/workshop has been approved for six (6) Continuing Education credits for psychologists and other mental health professionals. Attendees will attend the entire Saturday program to receive a CEU certificate and must fill out the conference evaluation form.

Confirations and Cancellations
Confirations will be sent by email within three (3) working days of receipt in our office. If you have not received a confirmation within five (5) days of the Colloquium, please contact the Center for Counseling at 859-858-3511 ext 2323 or counseling@asbury.edu

Cancellations received at least five (5) working days before the Colloquium are refundable less a $20 administrative charge per registrant.

Lunch: Attendees will be on their own for lunch. The Asbury College Cafeteria and Grille will be open for you to purchase lunch. There will also be a listing of local restaurants at the Registration Table.

If you require ADA accommodations, please indicate your needs at the time of registration.

Find information and download registration forms online at www.asbury.edu.